Program

Processional
UW-Madison Trumpet Players
Please rise as the graduates enter. Remain standing as the officials enter.

The National Anthem
Sage Bladow
Graduate, Chemical Engineering (BS)

Introduction of the Official Party
Presiding Officer James Blanchard
Executive Associate Dean, College of Engineering

Welcome from the Dean of the College
Ian Robertson

Introduction of the Student Speaker
James Blanchard

Remarks on Behalf of the Graduates
Jacob Anderson
Graduate, Mechanical Engineering (BS)

Ceremonial March
Bachelor of Science, Master of Science and Master of Engineering
Hooding of PhD students

Charge to the Graduates
Ian Robertson

Recessional
Please rise and applaud graduates as they exit the arena.
DEGREES AWARDED

Biomedical Engineering

Chemical and Biological Engineering
Chemical Engineering

Civil and Environmental Engineering
Civil Engineering
Civil & Environmental Engineering
Environmental Chemistry & Technology
Geological Engineering

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Computer Engineering
Electrical Engineering

Engineering Physics
Engineering Mechanics
Engineering Physics
Nuclear Engineering
Nuclear Engineering & Engineering Physics

Engineering Professional Development
Master of Engineering

Industrial and Systems Engineering
Industrial Engineering

Materials Science and Engineering
Materials Science
Materials Science and Engineering

Mechanical Engineering
Manufacturing Systems Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Celebrating our December 2017, May 2018 and August 2018 graduates
Official UW-Madison Registrar’s list and College of Engineering event RSVP list

Biomedical Engineering

BS

Scottland C. Adkins
Rebecca Alcock
Emma Elizabeth Alley
Mensah Joseph Amuzu
Albert Frank Anderson
Andrew Michael Baldys
Ian Baumgart
Anupama Bhattacharya
Zachary Mark Bower
Jessica Tova Brand
Rebecca Lynn Brodziski
Naren Chaudhry
Qi Cheng
Rachel Jane Craven
Tyler William Davis
Jason Dekarske
Luke DeZellar
Alexandra Nicol Doersch
Thomas Eithun
Srinidhi Emkay
Austin Feeney
Karl Fetsch
Catharine A. Flynn
Emily Rae Foran
Kaitlyn Gabardi
Tianna Noelle Garcia
Keshav Garg
Steven Daniel Gock
Alexandra Marie Hadya
Brody Harstad
Calvin David Hedberg
Clinton Michael Heinze
Kathryn Marie Hohenwalter
Madeline Frances Honke
Benjamin Wyatt Horman
Kayla Huemer
Jacob William Jaeger
Trace Jocewicz III
Hunter James Johnson
Kadina Elizabeth Johnston
James Jorgensen
Cody Allen Kairis
He Chang Kang
Taylor Nicole Kams
Morgan Rose Kemp
Karam Khateeby
Makayla Kiersten
Savannah Kuehn
David Lahm
Christopher K Larsson
Jennifer Kathryn Leestma
Hannah Lider
Kelsey Marytherese Linsmeier
Melanie Alexis Lopppnow
Matthew Robert McMillan
Bret McNamara
Phillip Bryce Michaelson
Benjamin Julius Mihelich
Andrew E. Miller
Shelby Mochal
Hannah Mrazsko
Jared Muench
Benjamin Jon Myers
Ethan Nethery
Kieran Daniel Paddock
Samuel Christian Perez-Tamayo
Benjamin Ratliff
Rachel Kathleen Reiter
Jennifer Alexa Rich
John Riley
Emily Elizabeth Russell
Yaniv Sadka
Marshall Lewis Schlick
Kathryn Elizabeth Schwarz
Amelia Claire Scott
Connor Sheedy
Alex Smith
Eric Solis
Jamie Spellman
Douglas Miller Streetyen
Brett Conor Struthers
Candice Tang
Anna Tessling
Marisa Jean Tisler
Rachel Suiin Tong
Rodrigo Umanzor
Michael Owen Weiser
Katelyn Ellen Werth
Gregory Donald Wolf
Ian Wolf
Nicholas Adam Zacharias

MS

Emmanuel Contreras Guzmán
Jacob Diesler
Keith Dodd
Sheetal J. Gowda
John Gregory Kegel
Jack McGinnity
Joanna Mohr
Peter Moua
David Andrew Piotrowski
Nandhini Prakash
Kari Lynn Stauss
Tasnia Tabassum
Michelle Tong
Maribel Torres Velazquez
Ross Vitek
Alison Walter
To Wang

PhD

Suehelay Acevedo-Acevedo
Jared Carlson-Stevermer

Chemical and Biological Engineering

BS

chemical engineering

Molly Susan Adam
Kamil Adamski
Jay Elrico Alexander
Geethanjali Anand
Katherine Elizabeth Ball
Sage Marie Bladow
David Bosch
Jose Joaquin Burbano De Lara
Thomas Chapman
Raghav Cheralal
Ky Gracen Christenson
Emma Kathryn Clark
Cyrus Xerxes Colah
Zachary Titel
Christopher Trafton
Dhushyanth Viswanath
Shania Marie Vold
Jenna Rose Waligorski
Yanbing Wei
Daniel Steven Windisch
Liam Witteman
Martin Yang

Kevin Jeffrey Barnett
Austin David Comer
Duygu Gerceker
Nestor J. Hernandez-Lozada
Prashant Kumar
Yifei Liu
Parth Mangrolia
Frank Minh Nguyen
Michael James Risbeck
Mingyuan Tian
Dongting Zhao

Civil and Environmental Engineering

Matthew Robert Ambre
Taylor Betthaeuser
Samuel Bieneman
Charles Bocklet
Taylor Bontje
Christopher Michael Bradley
Matthew John Canales
Calvin Carlson
Maria Carlson
Maxwell Andrew Carson
Natan Micah Cohen
Dennis Curley
Erik Richard Danielson
Barin Dedelergolu
Andrew Deneen
Stefan Donica
Samuel Douglass
Alexander Lee Dye
Ramona Fan

Kevin Michael Feldscher
Samuel Dale Ferdig
Elizabeth Kay Ficarella
Aaron Foley
Brett Follett
Bryan Richard Frieseke
Derek Michael Gallenberger
Ian Christopher Geocaris
Nathan James Grobarchik
Isabel Olive Gunderson
Heather Hilfiker Halvorsen
Justine Marie Hansel
Ashley Morgan Hase
Christopher Lawrence Hedlund
Michael Heiting
Simon Hensen
Hartman Carl Hoel
Zhongxuan Hou
Sarah Huang
Madeleine Christopher Hughan
Sierra Huhnke
Sarah Ivanovic
Zachary Johnston
Kevin David Keyser
Christopher Alexander Knitter
Ross Koderl
Austin Lee Koistinen
Brian Richard Kreckel
Timothy Stokes Kuzmic
Joshua Gerald Lorenz
Ciara Ryan Lotzer
Keith Lyster
Adam Mastalir
John Mazza
Marc James McGuire
Andrew Charles Miller
Daniel Minunni
Anastasia Sara Montgomery
Alec Nelson
Kevin Nelson
Henry Afton Nuckles
Charles Phillip O’Brien
Christina Owuah
Connor O’Rourke
Lindsey Jo Peterson
Brendin Francis Randall
Andrew Rexrode
Nicholas Orr Richardson
Austin Henry Rosa
Michael Rossing
Elizabeth Kathleen Rubenzer

Austin Cruz
Kunal Dani
Kayla Edwards
Madeline Grace Faubion
Zachary Michael Filtz
Zachary Fridl
Andrew Gould
William Hopkins Guy
Tyler Hafeman
Bright Harichanwong
Michael James Hatchell
John Henrich
Benjamin Jerold Heying
Christina Lee Hirons
Zhenyang Jia
Sakura Kawano
David Rak-Hyung Kim
Zachary Konz
Danielle Marie Kuehn
Daniel Kurniawan
Austin Bruce Kyle
Tyler Craig Leach
Brandon Li
Nathan Win-Lin Li
Griffin Tyler Lynch
Bradley Maccoux
Matthew Richard Madamba
Rachel Maguire
Brittany Ann Martin
Zachary John Matusinec
Aaron Michaelson
Douglas Chamberlain Millar
Jacob Moulton
Alyaa Ezzati Muhammad Hakim See
Timothy Paul Murat
Jessica Michelle Nurre
Haley Olsen
Stephanie Ploch
Matthew Richmond
Connor John Schanke
Abigail Nicole Schmidt
Zachary Robert Schmidt
Andrew John Shepherd
Carmen Suzanne Stearn
Kent Michael Steck
Luke James Stoutenborough
Adarsh Suresh
Joey Tan
Natha Tansukawat
Neil Taylor
Cody Douglas Teich

PhD

chemical engineering

Kevin Jeffrey Barnett
Austin David Comer
Duygu Gerceker
Nestor J. Hernandez-Lozada
Prashant Kumar
Yifei Liu
Parth Mangrolia
Frank Minh Nguyen
Michael James Risbeck
Mingyuan Tian
Dongting Zhao

Civil and Environmental Engineering

Matthew Robert Ambre
Taylor Betthaeuser
Samuel Bieneman
Charles Bocklet
Taylor Bontje
Christopher Michael Bradley
Matthew John Canales
Calvin Carlson
Maria Carlson
Maxwell Andrew Carson
Natan Micah Cohen
Dennis Curley
Erik Richard Danielson
Barin Dedelergolu
Andrew Deneen
Stefan Donica
Samuel Douglass
Alexander Lee Dye
Ramona Fan

Kevin Michael Feldscher
Samuel Dale Ferdig
Elizabeth Kay Ficarella
Aaron Foley
Brett Follett
Bryan Richard Frieseke
Derek Michael Gallenberger
Ian Christopher Geocaris
Nathan James Grobarchik
Isabel Olive Gunderson
Heather Hilfiker Halvorsen
Justine Marie Hansel
Ashley Morgan Hase
Christopher Lawrence Hedlund
Michael Heiting
Simon Hensen
Hartman Carl Hoel
Zhongxuan Hou
Sarah Huang
Madeleine Christopher Hughan
Sierra Huhnke
Sarah Ivanovic
Zachary Johnston
Kevin David Keyser
Christopher Alexander Knitter
Ross Koderl
Austin Lee Koistinen
Brian Richard Kreckel
Timothy Stokes Kuzmic
Joshua Gerald Lorenz
Ciara Ryan Lotzer
Keith Lyster
Adam Mastalir
John Mazza
Marc James McGuire
Andrew Charles Miller
Daniel Minunni
Anastasia Sara Montgomery
Alec Nelson
Kevin Nelson
Henry Afton Nuckles
Charles Phillip O’Brien
Christina Owuah
Connor O’Rourke
Lindsey Jo Peterson
Brendin Francis Randall
Andrew Rexrode
Nicholas Orr Richardson
Austin Henry Rosa
Michael Rossing
Elizabeth Kathleen Rubenzer
Turner Lee Sagat
Anug Saha
Priyanka Saha
Simon Schiferl
Austin Michael Schroeder
Emily Beata Schulz
Natalie Schulz
Darian Siegel
Trevor John Solie
Jacob Stiebler
Aviah Bethany Stillman
Ryan Robert Stowe
Jacob Richard Sturzl
Alexander Joseph Teglia
Ryan Toy
Thomas James Treacy
Thomas Michael Trotto
Nicholas Ross Tyczkowski
Jacob Timothy Wallenfang
Matthew John Wathke
Carter Welsh
Mitchell Zierer
Patrick Zignego

BS geological engineering
Shaadie Ali
Evan Robert Beyer
Nathaniel Boehler
Miles Cameron Buob
Madison Michella Burdt
Zhufeng Dai
Mikayla Daigle
Cameron Blair Evans
Brianna Joy Hoffman
Zoe Kanavas
Alexander Koehler
Codyann Angela Kolp
Ryan James O’Connell
Elise Penn
Briana Phibbs
James Francis Platz
Jeremy Price
Miranda Kathleen Sachschaile
Jane Olivia Scott
Justin Matthew Seligson
Spencer Sitek
Madeline Rose Sova
Natalie Bronder Teschendorf
Logan Jon Tydryszewski
Eric Van Wazer
Kellen Wessels
Erin Zimmerman
Zachary Zuckerman

PhD civil & environmental engineering
Terry Armstrong
Bryan Leo Boger
Evan Daniel Chambers
Sianna Olivia de la Cruz
Ivan Mauricio Farias Alvarado
Junxiong Huang
Alex Michael Michaud
Arianne Muelhausen
Semih Ozler
Stefanie Reichman
Sarah Nabil Rezk
Brittany Shotwell
Nanicha Subhanka
Brent Teske
Yuhang Xie
He Xu

MS civil & environmental engineering
Zirou Jin

ME civil & environmental engineering
Samuel Hocevar
Heidi Hutter
Shawn Michael Jandrey
Donald Miller

PhD civil & environmental engineering
Ibrahim Alsghan
Elease McLaurin
Pamela Yael Camejo Medranda
Justin Daniel Delorit
Weijuan Geng
Julian Zachary Oshlag
Hannah Silber

PhD environmental chemistry & technology
Travis Korosh
Jacqueline Mejia

PhD geological engineering
Jun Yao

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Shyamal Anadkat
Shan Bai
Joseph Stephen Benthein
Christopher John Betagole
Matthew John Buchholz
Tyler Chamberlain
Michael David Ciancimino
Nathaniel Ryne Ciske
Alexander Thomas Coad
Nicholas James Cook
James Robert Dallman
Dominic Anthony DiGiovanni
Jonathan Thomas Gerald Ebert
Joseph Oliver Eichenhofer
Yifei Feng
Spencer Fricke
Cale Jacob Geffre
Kenny Pang Seng Har
Zachary Preston Harrison
Xiao He
Eric Jeffrey Heinz
Ryan Michael Job
Robert Louis Johnson
Pritesh Sanjay Kalantri
Harshleen Khandpur
Kyle Klassy
Marshall Thor Lang
Jiatong Li
Siping Li
Thomas Linden
Casey Gregory Loyda
George Mao
Alexander Fred Moy
Matthew Ryan Nelson
Tyler O’Connell
Agrim Pandey
Sneha Patri
Sanjay Sathyadev Rajmohan
Bradley Rogers
Sean Sannito
Saloni Saraf
Mackenzie Ryan Scanlan
Cody Lee Schnabel
Yi Shen
Jacob Daniel Siebert
Samuel Singer
Jared Anthony Sweetland
Zirui Tao
Kyle Joseph VanderHeiden
Hongyi Wang
Dustin Rhody Wiczek
Skylar Yan
Yizheng Yu

BS
electrical engineering

Emily Anaya
Aliyah Shanice Bolles
Cassandra Thea Bradley
Kari Sophia Bretl
Alexander James Bristol
Colton Bushey
Andrew Hawon Chang
Daniel Owen Christensen
Kasitsak Chupongstimun
Michael Joseph DeVito
Caelan Paul Drigans
Nicholas Alexander Dudczyk
Liam Duffy
Justin Essert
Samuel Fritz
Joshua Keenan Garvey
James Patrick Gerdes
Samantha Rose Getting
Roumen Guha
Qiannan Guo
Nathan Gustafson
Samuel Roger Jackson
Nicholas Peter Jafuta
Eric Steven Jochman
Matthew Howard Kennedy
Hosam Khayat
David A. Kiedrowski
Bradley Killen
Andrew David Klapper
Austen John Kluz
Kevin Krause
Nicholas Lepar
Yiming Liu
James Mai
Ran Meng
Joseph David Miller
Drew Alexander Minturn
Christine Morris
Shane Murphy
Andrew Nazareth
Nickolas Nechuta
Atharva Sunil Patel
Genevieve Lane Pfister
Madeline Wendy Pine
Connor Daniel Rehbein
Colton David Robach
Paul Scharlau
Mckinley Zahara Sconiers-Hasan
Andrew Slade
Matthew Smuda
Rachel Alexandra Sowada
Marshall Andrew Stutz
Jason Sylvestre
Alexander Tanke
Nicolas William Tremain
Jordan William Unmuth
Sarah Kaye Vasher
Matthew Jordan Albert Wawiorka
Eric Marcus Duin Weispfenning
Hattie Wells
Sydney Raye Whaley
Austin M. Wirtz
Junwei Wu
Yiqiao Bob Xin
Jiawei Xu
Tyler Young
David Yu
Wangnan Zhong

MS
electrical engineering

Sara Robbins Beyer
Hang Dai
Jacob Paul Dubie
Matthew From
Bradley S. Gundlach
Bochen Guan
Chang Guo

Ayush Gupta
Yuncong Hao
Peter R. Irgens
Tanvi Arun Nagarale
Rangapriya Parthasarathy
Jared Pierce
Robert Pohlman
Zijun Qin
Sourish Sinha
Zhongkai Sun
Michael Turney
Saide Wu
Zhaoning April Yu
Yifan Zhu

PhD
electrical engineering

Erik John Aiken
Bhargava Aniruddha
Perry Bangalore Channegowda
Sang June Cho
Vishram Deshpande
Vinay Gangadhar
Sathy Swaroop Ganta
Baoyun Ge
Philip Joseph Hart
Farhad Karimi
Hyungsok Kim
Kwangeun Kim
Tong June Kim
Cheng Hsien Lee
Jianyang Liu
Wenbo Liu
Willem Marais
Yahya Mohtashami
Luz Maria Neira
Byungkwon Park
Michael Anthony Rios
James Frederick Sawicki
Adam Michael Shea
Vijay Thiruvengadam Vijayaraghavan
Xiaodong Wang
Ze Wang
Panpan Xue
Xuan Zhang
Engineering Physics

BS engineering mechanics
Tashi Atuktsang
Alexander David Balister
Evan Louis Bauch
Joseph Daniel Bille
Cullen Wren Billhartz
Anna Delaney Boggs
Derrick Robert Bohl
Daylon Robert Bowar
Robert Bradley
Ziyin Chen
James Cho
John Domkowski
Neil Dums
Peter Hans Friedl
Christopher Hanko
Matthew Tyler Hanson
Michael William Hibbard
Matthew Nils Holly
Wei Ling Huang
Emily Anne Jewell
Chloe Marie Johnson
Gavin Jones
Timothy Michael Koll
Madeline Josephine Kothe
Mitchell Richard Langer
Austin Jay Leasa
Cruz Li
Simon Livingston-Jha
Aaron Matthew Mello
Isaiah Paul Mitchell
Alexander Charles Ogren
Daniel Reasa
Madison Richter
Samuel Thomas Scheffler
Jacob Aaron Schreiner
Christopher Allen Schumann
Cody Allen Schwartz
Stephen Slattery
Yi Xian Soo
Sean Roman Stadtmueller
Jonathan Russell Stensberg
Bradly Philip Sternig
Dylan Vassar
Zach Williams
Jordan Andrew Wolff
Benjamin Zastrow

BS engineering physics
Aidan Helen Combs
Justin Williams
Ellis John Wilson

BS nuclear engineering
Allan Almeida
Kyle Anderson
Kyle Blomstrand
Ben Chen
Timothy Burr Finn
Austin Bryan Griesbach
Lewis Isaac Gross
Daniel Lee Herron
Aaron Joseph Huxford
Ian T. Joda
Kyle Krcmar
Jason Andrew Kuhn
Brandon Little
Grant Meadows
Luis Miguel Mendoza Sanchez
Nicholas P. Nelson
Marcus Lee Sellars
Azmul Siddique
Kenneth Zander
Michael Alan Zupan

MS engineering mechanics
Myles Brady Gasper
Claire Elizabeth Griesbach
Aabhas Singh
Jacob Steven Tatro

MS nuclear engineering and engineering physics
Faramarz Arad
Leo Borrel
Benjamin Jay Hauch
Jarett Kallas
Gregory Allen Lauer
Ian James McKinney

Tyler Niesen
Nolan Clay Van Rossum
Anthony Wolf
Matthew Robert Wood

PhD engineering mechanics
Aaron David Olson

PhD nuclear engineering and engineering physics
Thomas Jacob Dobbins
Aaron Nicholas Fancher
Matthew Jeffrey Jasica
Cheng Liu
Gabriel Meric de Bellefon
Patrick Shriwise
Dinh Truong
Matthew Weathered
Dhongik Samuel Yoon

Engineering Professional Development

master of engineering
Mikalai Abmiotka
Nicholas H. Bell
Jennifer Michele Campbell
Steven Edward Carroll
Gregory Catrambone
Nathan Adam Clabby
Noel Dawood
Derek Michael Frie
Timothy Gagliardi
Jonathon Graus
Matthew V. Harte
William Guy Kurtz
John Michael LaFata II
Matthew Laurent
Gianluca Nicola Mantovano
Cory Mueller
Veronica Narvaez
Dean Warner Nowalis
Daniel Michael Olin
Seth Michael Ost
Donald Steven Pitsch
Roger Jon Rabehl  
Carl James Sarro  
Adam Michael Schroeder  
Zakary Evan Stapp  
Christopher Raymond Stoos  
Christopher Michael Velasco  
Charles David Wright  
Jake Bradley Zwayer

**Industrial and Systems Engineering**

**BS industrial engineering**

Amsale Abera  
Divyesh Agarwal  
Mohit Agarwal  
Devansh Agrawal  
Maren Anderson  
Michael Banakis  
Maksen James Berken  
Gregory Peter Betman  
Jacob Bierschenk  
Sara Dawn Bonefas  
Jared Paul Bostrom  
Ty Alan Brandsma  
Taylor Bruns  
William Hale Bunyaner  
Alyssa Marie Carter  
Elisabeth Bryn Cavanagh  
Claire Elizabeth Cech  
Nikita Chawla  
Alexander Chay  
Carter Christenson  
Mitchell Brian Cole  
Aaron Elledge  
Charles Fatunbi  
Eric James Fleming  
Colin Freidel  
Chandler Fritcher  
Kathryn Julia Fuller  
Maggie Schaefer Hannigan  
Wu Hao  
Charles Joseph Hastings  
Zhiyan Huang  
Srivar Jalan  
Qing Jin  
Archer Jirasirikul  
Yuliia Kapeliushna  
Ryan Karasick  
Demetrios Kirvassilis  
Clarice Marie Kluge  
Briggam John Knott  
Abigail Rae Lamb  
Joseph Llaurado  
Brandon Loyo  
Anthony Madison  
Jacob Daniel Melvin  
Evan M. Newhouse  
Peter Anthony Norton  
Isabel Nutting  
Tyler Gary Parbs  
Jesse S. Parritz  
Collin Peters  
Shane Pieroth  
Julian Plant  
Andrea Polis  
Liam Patrick Pritchard  
Krishna Reddy  
Joel Franklin Rich  
Bryan Andrew Ritter  
Zaccary Austen Roelke  
Trent Rommel  
Henry Rose  
Alexandra Leigh Ruben  
Elysa Ryan  
Tessa Rykken  
Kayla Sampson  
Adam Portz Schmidt  
Austin Joseff Schreiber  
Katharine Christine Schwede  
Wenyue Shi  
Somsakul Somboon  
Madhuvanthi Sridhar  
Geoffrey Glenn Stirm  
Samuel Studinger  
Elizabeth Anne Svigelj  
Hannah Thomas  
Dominic Jacob Thompson  
Samuel Tahanbybik  
Alec Jeffrey Tostenrued  
Sylvie Weintraub  
Michala Wiese  
Cole Williams  
Zackary Michel Winkler  
Ryan Yan  
Colton Michael Zahradka  
Rachel Zenker  
Norah Zhang  
Hao Zhou

**MS industrial engineering**

Aqueel Nazim Altaf  
Nathan Baskfield  
Jeffrey Daniel Cofsky  
Nadejda Doutcheva  
Madeline Brooke Ford  
Gourav Gupta  
Bat-Zion Hose  
Kasinadhuni Shyama Krishna  
Sushinder Kumar  
Lauren Kuzminski  
Zihao Li  
Ankita Maity  
Benjamin Owen Morris  
Jayanth Netha  
Vy Nguyen  
Wenjun Qiu  
Bridget Roehrs  
John Nicholas Sandgren  
Bharathy Somasundaram  
Anbu Aaron Ajay Ullas  
Murali Varadan  
Zuf Wang  
David Zhou

**PhD industrial engineering**

Raed Al Kontar  
Mehmet Ergun  
Ja Young Lee  
Merve Ozen  
Kay Zheng

**Materials Science and Engineering**

**BS materials science & engineering**

Afnan Khalid A. AlBatati  
Taylor Leigh Anderson  
Matthew Austin  
Michael Jeffrey Beeksmna  
Jackson Sewall Bryant  
Bhairav Chandrashekar
Edward Chen  
David Chhoun  
Nicholas Joseph Curley  
Matthew Jeffrey Dodd  
Benjamin Frederick Dorshorst  
Edward Anthony Fitzpatrick  
Jonathan Stark Gessert  
Scott Groux  
Derek Guillen  
Vicky Huang  
Courtney Leigh Hummell  
Seong-Gak Kim  
Christopher John Kocur  
Cole Edward Krieger  
Jorge Abelardo Lara Santiago  
Alvin Lee  
Mark Lind  
Jessica Lynn Mendralla  
Leo Jackson Mose  
Michael Allen Petri  
Joshua D. Pichette  
Samuel Edward Puglisi  
Piper Anne Rawding  
Amirah Safiah Binti Samsudin  
Payton James Scallon  
Soham Shah  
Sean Joseph Ireland Springer  
Aaron Tze-Rue Tan  
Carter Tesch  
Roxanne Thompson  
Eric Udelhoven  
Anne Elizabeth Whisson  
Justin Christopher Whorral  
Tyson Mitchell Wolfe  

MS  
materials science  
Thomas Chrobak  
Wei Li  

MS  
materials science & engineering  
William Doniger  

PhD  
materials science  
Jason Aaron Bandy  
Karla Brittany Ward Hall  

Nayomi Zuleika Plaza Rodriguez  
Zachariah Daniel Rueger  
Chaiyapat Tangpatjaroen  

PhD  
materials science & engineering  
Jack Andrew Tilka  

Mechanical Engineering  

BS  
mechanical engineering  
Kevin Abou-Zeid  
Antonio Acosta  
Jack Alberts  
Stephen Ambrookian  
Jacob Curtis Anderson  
Tessa Lois Anderson  
Zachary George Bahner  
Alexander Daniel Becker  
Matthew Anthony Benbenek  
Bhargav Ashok  
Nicholas Dobel Birney  
Jordan Elliot Black  
Alexander George Boulanger  
Evan John Boxleitner  
Jeffrey Joseph Brandl  
Colby Austin Brueggeman  
Madeline Camilleri  
Cameron Cashman  
Jason Chan  
Matthew Michael Cheeseman  
Gregory Robert Churney  
Adam Connell  
Logan Connor  
Ryan Edward Darr  
Charles Vincent Davis  
Cassandra Marie Derfus  
Thomas Patrick Diehl  
Atli Jakob Einarsson  
Jason Daniel Elder  
Brian Elmer  
Justin Thomas Engbrecht  
Bradley Fawcett  
Adam Foster  
Matthew Lee Gallagher  
Ruohan Gao  
Matthew Genovese  

Jordan Alexander Gmack  
Chloe Marie Gunderson  
Andrew Hagen  
William Elijah Hamilton  
Yexuan Hao  
Sam Hebert  
Nathan Hofmeister  
Reilly Howell  
Jieru Hu  
Gwendolyn Hughes  
Andrew Hummel  
William Jen  
Caleb James Johnson  
Nolan Richard Jones  
Trevor William Jones  
Zachary Heinrich Kant  
Alexander Katz  
Joseph Michael Kemmerling  
Calvin Kirley  
Tyler Thomas Kirsch  
Marcus Kenneth Klug  
Andrew Knoeppe  
Karl Horst Kessler  
Evan Gabriel Kohl  
Caleb Louis Kowalski  
Justin Lange  
Craig Benjamin Leroy  
Max Liben  
Troy Scott Lipker  
Leo Liu  
Matthew Lohman  
Matthew Nathan Lombardo  
Megan Marie Maciej  
Eric Paul Macirolek  
Mallory Malone  
Jeffrey Maskalunas  
Sanchay Mathur  
Ryan Joseph McGuine  
Franklin David McMahon  
Bryan McMichael  
Ryan McMurtry  
Julia Elizabeth Moran  
Ryan Charles Murray  
Steven E. Musbach  
Jared Norgal  
Aislinn Margery O’Dwyer  
Alexis Rae Oxborough  
Derek Pauls  
Pierce Jordan Peterson  
John David Phillips  
Tyler Matthew Pinter
KEEP UP WITH THE COLLEGE

BE INFORMED ALUMNI

BADGER BRIDGE: Empowering alumni connections
This professional network is an exclusive place where UW-Madison alumni and students can come together to offer support in achieving career goals and exploring professional opportunities: badgerbridge.com
STAGE

Students process across stage

Exit Enter

Biomedical Engineering
Chemical & Biological Engineering
Civil & Environmental Engineering
Electrical & Computer Engineering
Engineering Physics
Mechanical Engineering (BS)
Engineering Professional Development
Industrial & Systems Engineering
Materials Science & Engineering
Mechanical Engineering (BS, MS, ME, PhD)
Mechanical Engineering (PhD)
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

STAGE

Biomedical Engineering
Electrical & Computer Engineering (BS)
Electrical & Computer Engineering (BS, MS, PhD)
Chemical & Biological Engineering
Engineering Physics
Engineering Professional Development
Civil Engr., Geological Engr., Envir. Chem. & Tech.
Industrial & Systems Engineering
Materials Science & Engineering
Mechanical Engineering (BS, MS, ME, PhD)
Mechanical Engineering (PhD)
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

SEATING CHART

GRADUATE RECOGNITION

College of Engineering
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN–MADISON